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ABSTRACT
This paper examines how various identities intersect and shape how entrepreneurs think
about and engage with social responsibility through small businesses and
entrepreneurship. Through semi-structured interviews, their rationale for creating
positive impact in their community was better understood and compared against each
other. Nuance around the intersecting identities and experiences of entrepreneurs in
their professional and personal life were found.

At first glance, it did not appear that identity influenced how social responsibility was
thought about and practiced by respondents. But under closer inspection, there were
certain nuances in lower level themes and sources of motivation that were driven by
experiences that were unique to certain personal identities, especially race and gender.
Some of the major findings that pushed further thought were the influence of awareness,
what drives salience of certain identities, how family and social responsibility were
connected, and how varying experiences ultimately led to similarity among motivation
and rationales among respondents. Applying these findings and points to ponder,
entrepreneurs can start to think about justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI) in
their business, identity exploration, and self-work. This project has provided started to
inject nuance on the role that identity has on entrepreneurs. By better understanding the
impact of identities, awareness of challenges and biases around social entrepreneurship
can be raised to effectively addressed the needs of customers & the world.

Keywords: Small business, entrepreneurship, social responsibility, corporate social
responsibility (CSR), small business social responsibility (SBSR), sustainability,
minority-owned business, race, gender
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Sustainability and social responsibility are being incorporated into an increasing number
of businesses around the world, creating a positive impact among people, the planet,
and profits. In 2017, 425 of the largest companies in the world listed on the S&P 500
index published a sustainability report, sharing a glimpse into how they were being
socially responsible with their shareholders, competitors, and the general public
(Governance and Accountability Institute, 2018). These reports detail company missions
and values, sustainability initiatives that aim to decrease waste or support a local nonprofit organization, and various empirical measures to quantify impact. With growing
amounts of information and exploration in the social responsibility field, research
continues to be conducted to better understand the nuances of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), why it is practiced, what influences its effect, and its outcomes.

Though a large corporation has greater economic, social, and political power than a
small business, large corporations are just a small share of the number of firms around
the world. Small businesses make up about 99% of businesses in the United States (US),
of which about 25% are minority-owned ("2018 Small Business Profiles ", 2019; Paglia &
Robinson, 2016). Despite there being more than 30 million small businesses in the US,
there has been relatively less research in understanding grassroots, small business social
responsibility (SBSR) than CSR research ("2018 Small Business Profiles", 2019; (Aguinis &
Glavas, 2012).

Despite there being more than 7.5 million minority-owned businesses, there is relatively
little research about this growing population and how they engage with social
responsibility. Research focusing on minority-owned small businesses has a limited
scope, often interchanging ‘minority-owned’ with ‘Black-owned,’ omitting other racial,
ethnic, and historically marginalized identities (i.e. gender, immigrant status) that
extend beyond the term ‘minority.’
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The social responsibility, entrepreneurship, and identity realms are well-researched
within themselves, but they lack interdisciplinary collaboration that explores and
bridges their findings together. When these fields interact, a clearer and more inclusive
picture of social impact through business can be seen and understood. Specifically,
there is potential to uncover new theories and ideas related to motivations,
experiences, and the responsibility of being socially responsible among entrepreneurs of
various backgrounds. Adding in the layers of identity, contextual, and cultural forces
that are unique to the experiences of identity groups would add nuance to these
theories, preparing them for to be applied in the future of work.

To better understand how these factors of identity, social responsibility, and
entrepreneurship interact and intersect with each other, semi-structured interviews will
be conducted with small business owners and entrepreneurs of various identities and
background, hoping to fill in the gaps of knowledge that combine silos of existing
research and disciplines. The following questions were used to guide this project:

1. What motivates small business owners and entrepreneurs to engage in
socially responsible activities?
2. How does identity influence the experiences of small business owners and
entrepreneurs?
3. Who bears the responsibility of supporting communities of color?

Conducting research to examine how entrepreneurship and identity intersect through
entrepreneurship will hopefully show the complex relationships between
entrepreneurship and identity, sparking new avenues of research and exploration that
combine various disciplines in a business context. Hopefully, new theories that explain
emerging trends of social responsibility and salient identities can better inform
interdisciplinary research and how theory can be applied by tomorrow’s business
leaders. By understanding the details that shape the experiences of being an
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entrepreneur with a marginalized identity, the minority-owned small business sector
will be better able to thrive and supported through policy and collaboration.

This project hopes to show small business owners and entrepreneurs potential areas for
exploration, reflection, growth, and development in their personal and professional
lives. Findings will hopefully raise the awareness of biases that inhibit the
acknowledgement of shortcomings and opportunities for change in a business venture.
As a result, business owners may be better able to leverage their strengths and
opportunities to create long-term sustainable value for their stakeholders. Specifically,
how entrepreneurship can support local communities that are more vulnerable to issues
related to climate change and social inequities (e.g. job insecurity, access to food, access
to capital) will be better understood, prompting future action that creates long-term,
sustainable value.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review will examine what existing research says about:
•

Corporate Social Responsibility

•

Small Business Social Responsibility
o Factors of Motivation and Predictors

•

Minority-Owned Businesses and Entrepreneurship

How these areas of research relate to the research questions will be described.

Corporate Social Responsibility
Despite having many different definitions, corporate social responsibility (CSR) embodies
five dimensions – environmental, social, economic, stakeholder, voluntariness - that align
an organization’s efforts to improve its impact (Dahlsrud, 2008). CSR has been practiced
through the implementation of a triple bottom line– people, planet, and profit –
perspective, enhancing the future prosperity and long-term viability of a business,
considering multiple dimensions like time (today vs. tomorrow) and orientation (internal
vs. external) (Figge, Hahn, Schaltegger, Wagner, 2002; Hart & Milstein, 2003). In this
report, CSR will be defined with Aguinis’s (2011: 855) definition, which was rephrased by
others: “context-specific organizational actions and policies that take into account
stakeholders’ expectations and the triple bottom line of economic, social, and
environmental performance.”

A multilevel and multidisciplinary range of CSR research explains the reactive and
proactive predictors of CSR, the relationships and values that act as mediators and
moderators of CSR-outcomes, and the internal and external outcomes of CSR (Aguinis &
Glavas, 2012). Within existing research, patterns and relationships emerge, highlighting
interconnections in macro- and micro-level factors with strategies and outcomes,
connected to the ultimate goal of creating social value (Figge et al., 2002; MacDonald &
Norman, 2007; Norman & MacDonald, 2004; Pava, 2007; Banerjee, 2008; Dillon, Back,
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Manz, 2014; Merry & Conley, 2011; Milne & Gray, 2013; Crane, Matten, Spence, 2013).
The definition of ‘social value’ varies, depending on a company’s leadership and
organizational values, which ultimately shape how businesses practice and engage in CSR
(Crane et al., 2013; Glavas & Mish, 2015). Thus, the flexibility in the definition of ‘social
value’ allows CSR to be adapted and implemented in a no uniform way (Burton & Goldsby,
2009).

According to Aguinis & Glavas (2012), institutional, organizational, and individual forces
shape how motivations in engaging in CSR, how it is practiced, and, ultimately, the
outcome. The ‘predictors of CSR’ are based in being reactive and/or proactive, ranging
from a corporation reacting from stakeholders to an individual having the values, needs,
and awareness for CSR. The mediators and moderators of CSR - relationships, values, and
the four Ps (people, place price, and profile) - interact, affecting the ultimate outcome of
CSR initiatives. This outcome ranges in internal and external changes at institutional,
organizational, and individual levels. As a whole, CSR research is accelerating with the
adoption of CSR as a practice, but there are still gaps in knowledge.

Despite being increasingly researched, Aguinis & Glavas’ (2012) review on CSR literature
acknowledge four significant knowledge gaps in their Multilevel and Multidisciplinary CSR
literature review framework (Appendix A). First, there must be an integration connecting
the ‘psychological theories and focus on normative motives’ with the motives and
theories related to institutional and organizational level studies. Second, there is a need
to understand what happens when firms engage in CSR and under what conditions these
outcomes are more or less likely to be observed – there is sufficient research on
understanding the reasons why CSR is engaged with. Third, existing research is primarily
cross-sectional and has a unidimensional focus of CSR - there is a lack in multilevel and
longitudinal studies, methodologies that improve understanding of cross-level interaction
effects, and qualitative research that improves our understanding on the underlying
mechanisms of CSR. Lastly, there is a gap in understanding the predictors that influence
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why individuals engage in CSR initiatives and activities (individual level of analysis). This
report aims to fill these later two gaps.

Despite being two separate concepts, the alignment between organizational
identification (OI) theory and CSR could parallel the alignment between social identity
(race, gender, age) and CSR. De Roeck and Delobbe (2012) found that CSR initiatives can
support and develop strong relationships between employers and employees, garnering
support for an organization even in controversial industry sectors. CSR increases
employees’ pride in and identification with their organization, enhancing their
psychological bond between employee and organization – a bond similar to the one
experienced through sharing a common social identity (i.e. race matching in health care
and education) (De Roeck & Swaen, 2016; Ladany, Brittan-Powell, & Pannu, 1997; Meyer
& Conley, 2011; Crosnoe, Johnson, & Elder, 2004; McGrady & Reynolds, 2013).

Small Business Social Responsibility (SBSR)
As of 2018, there are over 30.2 million small businesses in the United States (US),
employing approximately 58.9 million people ("2018 Small Business Profiles ", 2019). A
business qualifies as a small business in the US when it is either:
•

“A business with less than $19.5 million (USD) in tangible net worth AND an
average after-tax income for the preceding two years of less than US$6.5 million”
(Paglia & Robinson, 2016)

•

“A business that qualifies as “small” under NAICS code standards (which are
generally based on annual sales or the number of employees)” (Paglia &
Robinson, 2016)

Despite the varying definitions of a ‘small business,’ small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) operate in similar ways and face similar challenges and opportunities (Audretch,
2002; Wennekers & Thurik, 1999; Jenkins, 2006. When examining how social
responsibility shows up in a small business setting, compared to a corporate setting,
there are key differences that create unique challenges and opportunities for SMEs,
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summarized in Figure 1.
Challenges

Opportunities

CSR vs. SBSR
Resource constraints
& barriers

Moral & personal
fulfilments

Small businesses are described as ‘socially
responsible by nature’ and are better able

Social perception of
being 'socially
responsible'

Localized impact

Potential scale of
impact

Close proximity to
stakeholders &
community

to create positive impact in their local
community than larger firms through more
localized job creation, economic growth,
and

innovation,

reputation
Figure 1:
Unique Challenges and Opportunities for Social
Responsibility among Small Businesses

within

enhancing
their

their

community

(Audretch, 2002; European Commission,
2003a; Wennekers & Thurik, 1999; Jenkins,
2006). Few argue that small businesses are

unable to ‘take responsible action’ due to their size and resource constraints (i.e. time
and money), reinforcing the hesitancy to view and label themselves and their organization
as socially responsible (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006; Hitchens et al., 2005; Petts et al., 1999;
BITC, 2002; Observatory of European SMEs, 2002; Tilley, 2000). However, empirically, a
positive relationship between size and community involvement/environmental behavior
among SMEs has been demonstrated (Besser, 1999; BITC, 2002, Murphy et al., 1992;
Observatory of European SMEs, 2002; Vives et al., 2005).

Paralleling this positive relationship between SBSR activity by firm size, instances where
the ‘moral intensity’ of social responsibility – the urgency felt to be socially responsible –
increasing with firm size were found (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006; Besser, 1999; BITC, 2002,
Murphy et al., 1992; Observatory of European SMEs, 2002; Vives et al., 2005). Because of
their closer physical and psychological orientation to their communities and partners,
SME owners were more sensitive to decisions that were immediately impacting their
internal stakeholders (employees, customers, suppliers) than larger businesses, leading
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them to be more “open, honest, and fair in contracts, agreements, payments and
(marketing) information” (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006: 259).

Individual-Level SBSR Challenges
On an individual business-owner level, time and knowledge were major constraints in
integrating SBSR activities into operations (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006). As a result of these
constraints, “small businesses [...were] less likely to engage in [SBSR] practices” (Lepoutre
& Heene, 2006: 262). Due to the wide variety of responsibilities and lack of specialization
and expertise in a field like sustainability, SME owners faced difficulties creating and
managing an effective SBSR strategy (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006). To compensate for their
lack of experience, personal morals and values were applied in decision making in place
of formalized policies and company missions, connecting leaders’ own moral obligations
to business decisions that ultimately reflected the business (Jenkins, 2006; Thornton &
Byrd, 2013).

While size was a major constraint in practicing SBSR, it did not impact how the economic,
social, and environmental facets of SBSR were prioritized (Burton & Goldsby, 2009). What
businesses chose to target were dependent and reflective of the owner-manager’s
personal values and goals, influencing the potential opportunities and impact that SBSR
strategies may have (Burton & Goldsby, 2009).

Factors of Motivation and Predictors of SBSR Engagement
There are various predictors for and reasons why entrepreneurs choose to engage in and
incorporate social responsibility into their businesses. They are summarized in Figure 2.
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• Business motives
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Personal fulfilment
• Founder characteristics
• Family
• Moral principles
(sprituality & religion)
• Meaning

Engaging in
SBSR

Figure 2:
Factors that Drive Engagement in SBSR

Roy, Vyas, and Jain (2013) found four major motivating factors that justified SMEs’
engagement in CSR-related activities:
•

Customer propositions: CSR serves as a vehicle to expand its market and customer
base, while increasing interactions with customers.

•

Stakeholder value: SMEs that practice CSR enhance the value and morale of their
stakeholders through initiatives, strengthening the bond between them and the
firm.

•

Founder Characteristics and business values: CSR shows a positive business
identity, based on the objective of the founder and the purpose for the business
to exist.

•

Business motives: Practicing CSR enhances profitability and competitiveness, the
fulfilment of societal need, and, ultimately, the survival of the firm.

There is nuance within factors (e.g. ‘moral vs. ideological motivation’ or ‘economic vs.
moral explanation’), influenced by external pressures like legal systems and socio-cultural
norms (Murillo & Lozano, 2006; Brønn & Vidaver-Cohen, 2009; Davis, 1973; Buehler and
Shetty, 1974; Jenkins, 2009; Graafland & Smid, 2019; Halpern et al., 2013; Jenkins, 2006;
Lepoutre & Heene, 2006).

Paralleling these motivation factors, Nybakk and Panwar (2015) found that the
instrumental motivations underlying CSR among Norwegian micro-firms were market
orientation, learning orientation, and risk-taking attitudes. These factors influenced
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different stakeholder groups were prioritized (Nybakk & Panwar, 2015). Despite finding
major similarities among factors driving motivation, there were many different underlying
reasons why socially responsible activities were practiced (Roy, Vyas, Jain, 2013; Jenkins,
2006; Brønn & Vidaver-Cohen, 2009; Graafland & Smit, 2019; Nybakk & Panwar, 2015).
For example, family (Tagiuri & Davis, 1996; Lussier & Sonfield, 2009; Sorenson,
Goodpaster, Hedberg, et al., 2009; Block, 2010, Laverty, 1996; Lussier, Sonfield, Barbato,
2009; Hoffman et al. 2006, Sorrenson et al., 2009; Sharma and Sharma, 2019) and religion
(Gotsis & Kortezi, 2009; Salimath and Cullen, 2010; Dana, 1995; Lumpin and Dess, 1996;
Emmons, 1999; Weaver and Agle, 2002; Adamu, Kedah, & Osman-Gani, 2013) motivated
CSR engagement, differing widely between individuals.

The motivators for engaging in social responsibility may also be determined by social
context, developing a sense of meaning in a job and work – interpersonal relationships
enhance the connection people have with their professional relationships, social
networks, and various types of meaning (role meaning, self-meaning, and job meaning).
Perhaps, these interpersonal cues shape motivation to be socially responsible, fulfilling
various types of meaning simultaneously (Wrzesniewski, Dutton, & Debebe, 2003).

Minority-Owned Small Businesses & Entrepreneurship
As of 2018, there are over eight million minority-owned businesses in the US, which are
defined as “[companies] that [have] at least one ethnic or racial minority listed among its
owners” by the Federal Research Division ("2018 Small Business Profiles ", 2019; Paglia &
Robinson, 2016). Because of this definition, the term ‘minority-owned’ describes the
ownership of businesses by racial minorities, also referred to as people of color (POC).
Due to this term being used in this way, ‘minority’ does not always differentiate between
various identities that intersect – gender, sexual orientation, immigration status - with
race. For this reason, a focus on racial identity and business literature will be of focus.
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The growth and development in minority entrepreneurship was catalyzed in the 1960s by
government-backed programs like direct and guaranteed loan programs, special
procurement groups, and funding of localized programs for aspiring entrepreneurs of
color (Sonfield, 2001). These programs led to increased business ownership and selfemployment among communities of color (Fairlie & Robb, 2007). Despite the positive
impact of these programs, challenges persisted in the quickly expanding landscape of
minority-owned businesses. These barriers can be described as ‘discriminatory barriers,’
often relating to business owners’ access to educational and business-related
experiences, access to financial capital and product markets, and access to relevant skill
development and work experiences (Bates, Jackson III, and Johnson Jr, 2007). As a result
of these barriers, minority-owned small businesses are statistically, and historically,
smaller and less viable than non-minority (White) owned small businesses; sentiments of
discouragement

from

entrepreneurship were experienced
Foreigness

within communities of color as well
(Bates et al., 2007; Dadzie & Cho,

Social
Inequities

Being a
'Minority
Business
Owners'

1989; Fairlie & Robb, 2007).

Systematic
Barries

Unique Challenges among
Entrepreneurs of Color
There are specific challenges that

Culture +
Family
Business

entrepreneurs of color face in a
business context, summarized in
Figure 3.

Figure 3:
Major challenges among entrepreneurs of color in the United
States

Foreignness. Entrepreneurs of
color operate within a complex sociocultural

environment,

experiencing

common entrepreneurial pressures to adapt under the changing contexts of the business
environment (Altinay, 2010; Park, 1996). During the 1960s and 1970s, new entrepreneurs
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catered their business to a customer base that matched their ethnicity, much due to their
geographic location and the racial demographics of the location of their business. This
decision to localize their products and services created future challenges when trying to
expand their business to a larger, Whiter, clientele (Bates et al., 2007). It has been
theorized that business owners of color attempted to bridge the ‘cultural gap’ between
themselves and their White customer base by aligning their business’s organizational
values more closely to the values of their customers, attempting to remove a sense of
foreignness (Enz, Dollinger, & Daily, 1990; Bates, 2007).

Systematic Forces and Critical Race Theory. Entrepreneurs of color exists in a
‘racial caste system’ that stems from decades of competition for limited resources,
perpetuating struggles for levels of attainment and contextual resources and social
privileges of certain races over others (Bates et al., 2007; Park, 1996). This ‘racial caste
system’ is not unique to entrepreneurship – it is an application of wider scholarship of
Critical Race Theory: “a collection of activists and scholars interested in studying and
transforming the relationship among race, racism, and power” (Delgado & Setfancic,
2017: 2) This system is visualized in Kim’s (1999) theory of Racial Triangulation:

Figure 4:
Graphical Depiction of Racial Triangulation (Kim, 1999)
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Racial Triangulation highlights the systematic racialization, uniqueness, and differences in
challenges within and between communities of color, perpetuating systematic
oppression of communities of color (Kim, 1999). Though government programs have
supported and strengthened minority-owned businesses as a whole, these systematic
forces impacted the adoption and effectiveness of these programs between racial groups
(Bates, 1989; Bates, 2006; Fairlie, 2004; Fairlie & Robb, 2007; Kim, 1999; Cody, 2017)
Specific causes relate to access to work experiences and access to business funding and
human capital (Cody, 2017; Fairlie, 2004; Fairlie & Robb, 2007). These challenges are
enhanced when layering additional marginalized identities into analysis (Cody, 2017).

Culture and Family Businesses
Race relations and racial identity play a critical component in how entrepreneurs of color
manage their business and how they are perceived by their stakeholders (Bates, 2006;
Cody, 2017; Key & Edmondson, 1999; Park, 1996). Cultural norms and values influence
how businesses operate, increasing in salience when families start businesses together which define the starting point for many minority-owned businesses (Bates et al., 2007;
Dadzie & Cho, 1989; Fairlie & Robb, 2007; Feldman, Koberg, Dean, 1991).

Among minority-owned family businesses, the proportion of family members involved
and their degree of sacrifice were major points of contrast between racial groups (Fairlie,
2004; Shinnar, Cho, Rogoff, 2013). Cultural norms (e.g. collectivism, risk aversion, familial
structure) and life experiences (i.e. immigration, cultural upbringing) were potential
moderators for these outcomes (Shinnar et al., 2013). Factors like religion or collectivist
values, which may be more prevalent in certain racial groups, may explain greater
emphasis and importance of certain actions and outcomes (e.g. charitable
donations/philanthropy) over others (Shinnar et al., 2013; Thompson & Hood, 1993;
Thompson, 2008). Gender-related pressures and socialized norms embedded in culture
also influenced entrepreneurship and business organization, often placing men in
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positions of power over women (Cody, 2017; Feldman et al., 1991; Park, 1996; Bates et
al., 2007; Dadzie & Cho, 1989; Fairlie & Robb, 2007).

Entrepreneurship among ‘Minorities’
Resulting from the growth and expansion of minority-owned businesses since the 1960s,
more direct economic and social support of communities of color through a means of
philanthropy, greater employment of people of color (POC), and developmental activities
meant to benefit communities of color were derived (Sonfield, 2001; Thompson & Hood,
1993). However, there are enduring challenges of unemployment, poverty, and systemic
barriers that locally owned small businesses are trying to combat. Bates, 2006; Bates,
2006; Bates, Jackson, Johnson, 2007; Bates, Bradford, and Seamans, 2018)

Motivating Factors to Engage in SBSR among ‘Minority-owned’ SMEs. Among
entrepreneurs of color, the motivations to be socially responsible are no different than
non-minority entrepreneurs. However, there is a unique perspective that minority-owned
business owners have when creating positive social impact through their venture,
highlighted in Figure 5.
Business
opportunties
• Customer
propositions
• Stakeholder value
• Business motives

Personal
fulfilment
• Founder
characteristics
• Family
• Moral principles
(sprituality &
religion)

* Minorityspecific
motivation*
• Protecting &
improving their
environment
• Developing their
community

Engaging
in SBSR

Figure 5:
Factors that Drive Engagement in SBSR among Entrepreneurs of Color

Philanthropic activities (e.g. supporting youth activities, gifting to charities, providing
management advice to minority-owned firms) were perceived as commonplace for Blackowned business and were thought of as one of the most impactful means of development
and socially responsible actions that they can provide (Edmondson & Carroll, 1999).
Carroll (1999) found that the most common and significant motivations to give back
among their sample of Black entrepreneurs were:
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•

Protecting and improving the environment they live, work, and do business in

•

Practicing good corporate citizenship, and

•

Giving back with little or no direct or indirect company self-interest
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These ethical and moral rationalizations played an important role in Black-owned
businesses, potentially explaining these business owners’ stronger ties to their
community and their genuine concern about the development and preservation of their
community than other racial minority groups (Edmondson & Carroll, 1999; Shinnar et al.,
2013; Smith, Wokutch, Harrington, et al., 2001; Thompson & Smith, 1991).

Points of contrast arise when looking into non-White owned businesses practicing social
responsibility outside of the US. In Mexico, small businesses exhibited behaviors of
greater aggression and stronger drive toward economic profit-making over social value
creation than US-based small businesses, finding the greatest importance in the economic
dimension of CSR

(Maldonado-Guzman, Martinez-Serna, and Pinzon-Castro, 2017;

Amezaga, Ramirez, Martinez, and Lugo, 2017). A moderate positive association between
philanthropic responsibility and ethics were seen among the sample, but economic
responsibility was not associated with philanthropic responsibility (Amezaga et al., 2017).
(Amezaga et al., 2017). Firms in China that are politically embedded exhibited more CSR
activity than firms not politically embedded, finding greater funding opportunities and
ease of operation under the Chinese government’s regulations than those not politically
embedded (Wang, Reimsbach, Braam, 2018).
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METHODS
To collect information to explore the research questions, semi-structured interviews were
conducted with small business owners and entrepreneurs over the phone. The following
procedures were approved by the University of Vermont Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Recruitment by Snowball Sampling and Sample Characteristics
To recruit respondents, a snowball sampling strategy was applied. Respondents had to
own and manage a small business, organization, or entrepreneurial venture. The
respondent did not have to consider their business to be a socially responsible, because
existing research has noted entrepreneurs’ hesitancy in labeling their business as socially
responsible (Lepoutre & Heene, 2006; Hitchens et al., 2005; Petts et al., 1999).

Snowball sampling was utilized in this research because depth in responses and diversity
in the sample were sought after to collect information as rich as possible (Cohen & Arieli,
2011; Sadler, Lee, Lim, et al., 2010; Perks, 2010). By relying on referrals, respondents
could connect me with colleagues that were practicing socially responsible business
strategies or were knowledgeable about social responsibility. This allowed for deeper,
more detailed conversations that allowed for the most robust information to be collected.
Snowball sampling also allowed me to be connected to specific identity groups. To
balance out the sample’s characteristics on multiple factors of identity, I could specifically
ask some respondents to prioritize referring me to women or people of color to help
balance my sample. This allowed my pool of respondents to be as diverse in identities as
possible, capturing unheard voices by overrepresentation in the sample (Sadler et al.,
2010; Dusek, Yurova, & Ruppel, 2015; Szolnoki & Hoffman, 2013).

Figure 2 visualizes this process. Utilizing personal connections, I initially reached out to
business owners and entrepreneurs (1st-degree connections) and individuals that could
connect me to potential participants (2nd-degree connections). Initial communications
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were sent via email, detailing the purpose of the study, a research information sheet
(Appendix B), and an invitation to participate in an interview.

Figure 6:
Snowball Sampling Strategy used to Recruit Respondents

Due to time constraints, additional interviews could not be conducted to reach the point
of theoretical saturation. However, the respondent pool captures a wide range of
identities and business types. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the 19
respondents, which were collected in the Respondent Demographic Questionnaire
(Appendix C). Further detail about the respondents and their organizations are available
in Appendix D.
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Table 1:
Summarized Sample Characteristics

Characteristic

n

%

Age

Characteristic

n

%

Immigrant Status
18 – 24
25 - 34
35 - 44

45 - 54
55 - 64
65+
Race
White
POC
Asian/Desi/Pacific Islander
Black and/or African American
Hispanic and/or Latinx
Native American
Multiracial
Asian + White
Black + White
Gender
Female
Male
Womxn/Non-Binary
Geographic US Census Region
West
South
Midwest
Northeast

1
6
5

5
32
26

Immigrant
Not an Immigrant
LGBTQIA+

2
17

11
89

3
3
1

16
16
5

Yes
No
Family (Owned) Business
Yes
No
Religious/Spiritual Identity
Jewish
Protestant
Roman Catholic
Christian
Atheist
Agnostic
Agnostic/Nature Lover
Hindu & Jewish
Non-Specific
Not Sure
Prefer not to Say
Highest Level of Education
Bachelor’s Degree
Master’s Degree

3
16

16
84

10
9

53
47

1
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

5
11
5
5
16
16
5
5
5
5
5

11
8

58
42

11
8
0
4
0
0
4
3
1

58
42
21

21
16
5

11 58
7 37
1 5
6
1
1
11

32
5
5
58

Conducting Interviews
Upon agreement to participate, a one-hour call was scheduled with the respondent and
a link to the Respondent Demographic Questionnaire (Appendix C) was sent. Prior to all
interviews, a Google search was conducted on the respondent and their business,
exploring their public information, publications, and social media profiles.
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The interviews were based loosely on Jenkins’s (2006) survey, which explored themes of
defining ‘social responsibility,’ motivations for engaging in social responsibility,
implementation challenges, and the influence of managerial values on decision making.
Loosely following a pre-written discussion guide, leading questions were asked to all
respondents. Follow up questions were individual-specific.

Interviews for this study were conducted over the phone via FreeConferenceCall.com.
This platform was used because it was free to use and allowed for the recording of
interviews.

Prior to starting the recording, an introduction script was read to present the study and
introduce myself on a more personal note, aiming to build rapport and trust with the
respondent. A discussion guide was followed, providing an outline for the interview rather
than a word-for-word script. Essential questions were marked in the discussion guide with
asterisks. Follow-up questions were asked to better understand major themes and
interesting points raised in responses to essential questions. During the interview, notes
were taken in the margins of a printed copy of the discussion guide. These noted salient
ideas of the interview and reference points for post-interview procedures.
Following the end of the survey, a ‘thank you’ email was sent, requesting to be connected
to potential respondents (2nd- and 3rd-degree connections).

Post-Interview
After conducting the interview, I immediately recorded a voice memo, reflecting on the
major themes and personal thoughts about the interview. Notes for conducting future
interviews and ideas for revisions were also recorded. Upon finishing the voice, I scanned
and uploaded the printed copies of the discussion guide on which I took notes.

Audio recordings were later downloaded from FreeConferenceCalls.com and stored,
named with their interview code (e.g. MC 043). The recordings were then played back
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and transcribed word-for-word. A summary note was written after transcribing the
interview into the notes grid, reflecting on key themes and interesting points raised in the
recording. Time markers were left to allow for easier reference later in the process.

Transcripts were uploaded into NVivo for coding and further analysis. A Charmaz
grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2006; Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001) was taken to code
the transcripts. Grounded theory is appropriate for this work examining a new
perspective on identity, entrepreneurship, and social responsibility (Charmaz, 2006;
Charmaz & Mitchell, 2001; Glavas & Misch, 2015).

To familiarize myself with the content of the interviews, an initial pass through all of the
interviews’ recordings and transcripts was performed, coding line-by-line. This allowed
for repetitive keywords and high-level themes to be observed. None of these initial codes
were used to in the final analysis. Following this initial pass, a selective coding process
was followed by axial coding and tertiary coding, summarizing the major trends that refer
back to the initial research questions and sub-questions. All coding was performed by the
PI alone.

These procedures were exempted by the University of Vermont IRB review, but it was
required to follow all human subject protection regulations. Table 2 highlights the project
timeline that was approved by the University of Vermont IRB.
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Table 2:
Key Research Activities and Project Timeline

Summer 2019
• Submit IRB Approval Forms by 15 June 2019
• Draft initial interview questions
• Develop introduction script
• Develop 1-page social responsibility sheet
• Draft email communications
• Develop a plan for collecting and recording data of initial interviews
• Build a system to retain and organize data collection from initial interviews
• Develop database of business owners and contact information
Fall 2019
• Begin conducting initial interviews
• Transcribe interviews as they are conducted
• Revise research process as needed
• Continuously record voice memos to summarize interviews
• December: Begin reviewing interviews
Spring 2020
• By 28 February 2020, finish interviews
• Transcribe interviews as they are conducted
• Analyze interviews
• Finish writing thesis

25
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Results
Motivations to Engage in Social Responsibility
Four major themes arose around the motivation to engage in social responsibility through
entrepreneurship and business. Underpinning these themes are various subthemes that
provide detail around the rationalizations and ideas that underpin the major themes,
summarized in Figure 7.

Improving the
world around
them
Bringing effective
change
Improving their
community
Inspiring change

Uniting others for
positive change
Making the world a
better place
Addressing a specific
issue

Environmental
Stewardship
Caring for the
natural
environment

Minimizing personal
impact on the
natural
environment

Protecting the
natural
environment

SelfActualization

Finacial
Motivation

Converging work
and life
Filling higher level
needs
Filling personal
mission
Finds meaning in
work

Sees an opportunity
for financial returns

Helping others
Natural urge

Figure 7:
Key Motivations to Engage in Social Responsibility (n = 19)

These themes were informed by non-demographic based factors and values that were
not based in demographic characteristics or socially constructed identities like gender and
race. They were based in contextual and relationship-based identities (i.e. being a parent
and being an entrepreneur) and sets of personal values and sets of beliefs. These
influenced the motivation to engage in social responsibility.
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Improving the world around them
‘Improving the world around them’ was used as a reason to engage in social responsibility.
This revolved around the idea of making the world a better place on a personal, local,
national, and societal level. Interviewees spoke about how their roles and responsibilities
as community members and members of society informed their actions as entrepreneurs,
prompting thought in how their actions were impacting those around them. Their
motivations to engage in social responsibility aligned on the goal of creating positive
impact, not harm in their communities. The scope and definition of ‘positive impact’ did
vary among respondents.

The factors that moderated these motivations were their social environment, community
values, personal reflections, pragmatic views, and interactions with others. These factors
raised awareness around personal relationships and their impact among those around
them, developing their want to improve the spaces around them. Although the goals and
visions for their individual businesses differed, respondents connected on principles of
shared value creation and collaboration with others:
"One of the goals of this business is not just to provide opportunities for people
with disabilities, but also to create a venue and a case study for other businesses
to look at and say 'you know what, maybe there is an asset out there where we
can draw employees from for our business. We just needed to modify our business
practices or make investments in training or our technology.’” (MC 002: Male: 45
– 54 years old: White)

The sources of these motivations were diverse, spanning from sets of values to pivotal
moments that inspired a change in lifestyle. Further detail is available in Appendix E.
Personal values and morals justified reasons to engage in SBSR, stemming from parental
influence, upbringing, and community as sources of these values. Professional
experiences, passing of monumental legislation, and cultural events like the 2016
presidential election drove motivation in wanting to improve society. Despite varying
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pivotal experiences and sources of motivation, common characteristics of personal
relationships, cultural values, and the need for change in the world emerged as salient
reasons in wanting to improve the world.

Environmental Stewardship
‘Environmental Stewardship’ aligns the core principles and ideologies of environmental
stewardship, conservation, and protection - seeing oneself as dependent and connected
to the natural environment. Motivations that connect to this larger theme relate to
reliance on the natural environment for their business, as a means of recreation, and
something that must be admired and cherished.

The development of the care, love, and sense of guardianship of the environment stem
from various sources. Further detail is available in Appendix F. A love and care for the
environment were considered to be a familial value passed down from through
generations, cultivated through time. This inheritance of love for the environment was
mediated by spending time and participating in activities outdoors (i.e. going camping,
spending time at the beach). On the other hand, pivotal experiences and instances
inspired pragmatic thought and question about the relationship individuals had with the
environment. Sometimes, these experiences led to recognition of the beauty of a natural
environment. These major experiences outdoors sparked an admiration for nature and
the identity as a steward of the environment.

How respondents described their relationship with the environment varied, but notions
of personal dependency and connection to the planet were points of commonality among
respondents. Connection to nature sometimes translated into ‘feeling right’ and ‘feeling
better’ when spending time in outdoors. Some described the environment as a medium
of self-care or as a part of how they identify. Some described wanting to pass this value
and passion on to their children, teaching them various ways to protect and conserve the
natural environment, while enjoying activities outdoors.
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From positive experiences in nature, values instilled from and influenced by friends and
family, and a dependence/reliance on the environment for their business, environmental
stewardship motivated individuals to want to engage in social responsibility. There were
different pathways leading to the motivation to protect the environment through their
business, but the ultimate rationale and drive were the same.

Self-Actualization
‘Self-Actualization’ represents a collection of feelings and philosophies that aid in the selffulfillment and meeting of internalized needs to make the world a better place. Notions
of interconnectedness between work and life, leveraging privileges, and ‘being able to
sleep at night’ underlie why respondents chose to engage in social responsibility through
their business. The drive to pursue something larger than themselves explained their
reasons to giving to and supporting various stakeholders and inspiring positive change
through their entrepreneurial activities.

Various experiences and ideas underlie the rationale of fulfilling intangible moral goals.
Further detail is available in Appendix G. For some, being in a place of ability and
comfortability was a source of wanting to help others. Being able to not have to worry
about financial constraints defined MC 005’s (M C005: Female: 45-54 years old: White)
sense of responsibility to help others. Operating an ethical business also aligned with
understandings of what socially responsible businesses are and why being principled and
objective was important and, ultimately, the right thing to do.

Interwoven into missions and values, the responsibility to give back to others who are
come from under-privileged backgrounds was engrained into organizational culture and
reasons to engage in socially responsible behavior. The drive to create a positive impact
through work fulfilled personal goals to ‘do the right thing’ and not create harm, fulfilling
the pursuit of life meaning and needs of higher-level needs.
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The need for self-actualization is generated by a multitude of factors, informing why social
responsibility may be pursued. General sources of this motivation are:
•

Personal experiences of lifting themselves up from a background of ‘less’

•

Being taught and influenced by family about the importance of helping others

•

Living in an environment/community that emphasizes giving and caring for others,
shaping their individual values and morals

•

Reflecting on their impact on others thus far and wanting to do more, aligning with
their values and systems of belief that place importance on giving to others

Additionally, views of the world and changes in perspective came from growing older and
entering new life stages, especially parenthood. Entering new life stages prompted a
change in perspective. For example, being a parent prompted change in how respondents
thought about themselves as an individual, their role responsibility as a parent, their daily
challenges, and what is important to them and their family. As a result, priorities shifted
and new reasons to engage in social responsibility emerged.

Financial Motivation
‘Financial Motivation’ summarizes the ideas the there is a financial opportunity and
strength in being socially responsible. From seeing an opportunity in an underserved
market to seeing an opportunity to increase sales and profit, there was a motivation to
capitalize on the chance to support others and make money at the same time.

There were a few predictors that drove socially responsible behavior via financial
motivation, but one was the most influential – educating consumers to create demand.
This motivation in being socially responsible came out of necessity, due to the
product/service being relatively new and innovative. Being a first mover, entering a new
market with relatively little competition allowed for a brand identity centered around
sustainability to be cultivated through marketing, sales, and supply chain decisions,
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aiming to educate and create demand for something cutting-edge and different in the
private sector
“Most non-profit efforts and stuff, they have great impact, but we need the
private sector to be involved as well. And for the private sector to want to remove
plastic form the ocean, there has to be a financial incentive. And so, if we can
create an end market for this material, such as cannabis packaging, there's then a
financial incentive to remove the plastic from the ocean because companies like
us

will

buy

that

plastic

and

put

it

back

into

the

marketplace.

(MC 009: Male: 25 – 34 years old: White)

These driving forces were dependent on perspective and context, less on personal values
and identity. These external market drivers created opportunity in an industry, leading to
an enhanced financial motivation for increasing business growth through engaging with
and capitalizing on a mission toward socially responsible and sustainability.

Pivotal Work/Life Accomplishments and Challenges
Identity shaped how respondents thought about and navigated their personal and
professional life accomplishments and challenges, depending on their environment and
contextual factors. However, not all of these identities were demographic based, socially
constructed identities. Some identities were reflective of choices, like being a parent or
being an entrepreneur.

The salience of certain identities among respondents varied, leading to different
experiences starting and growing their business, how they navigated the various personal
and professional hurdles, and how these moments of accomplishment and difficulty
intersected, shaping their story as people. Often, challenges were synonymous with
accomplishments, ultimately ending with overcoming an obstacle and finding pride in
this.
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Major Life Accomplishments and Challenges
Proudest moments and challenging moments of life were pivotal, life changing events and
circumstances that prompted adaptation and resilience. In many cases, challenges and
accomplishments merged in similar stories, pivoting around themes of resiliency and
growth. The major accomplishments and challenges, highlighted ed in Figure 8, fell into
six major themes.

Accomplishments

Challenges

• Developing selfconcept and
identities
• Impacting others
• Overcoming
challenges

• Identity-based
• Changing family and
social structure
• Psychosocial

Figure 8:
Generalized Personal and Professional Accomplishments and Challenges of Respondents (n=19)

Accomplishments. The major accomplishments disclosed by respondents fell into
three groups: developing an aspect of themselves (self-concept), impacting and helping
others, and overcoming challenges. Further detail is available in Appendix H. No
respondent explicitly described a socially constructed identify (race, gender, etc.) when
discussing their accomplishments.

Developing Self-Concept and Identities. The sense of accomplishment in being a
parent and being an entrepreneur were prominent accomplishments among
respondents, where growth and learning were explained to be points of pride. These
identities were also salient aspects of respondents’ lives, being sources of happiness and
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meaning. Among these two themes, a sense of accomplishment came out of the sense of
growing, developing, and cherishing something of their own. A sense of ownership and
control came from these two identities, establishing their sense of who they are and what
they do in the world.

Raising children played a large role in the fulfilment and meaning in being a parent. MC
005 found pride in instilling her values of being direct, honest, compassionate, and a good
steward of the environment in her daughter. Paralleling her own relationship with her
father, this respondent grew up in a family business, watching her father ‘doing the right
thing,’ even if it meant potentially losing money, acting in a relationship-based way.
Having a similar experience with her daughter was something that was one of the most
meaningful and special achievements for her.

Much of the sense of pride and accomplishment of being an entrepreneur comes from
starting and growing a business. Starting a venture provided the ability for respondents
to pursue their own interest on their own terms, allowing them to develop a sense of
independence and ownership of their work. When growing their business, having clients,
resources, and recognition from others further developed this sense of accomplishment.

Creating Social Value and Impact and Making Meaningful Change. These ideas
converge on the principles of brining significant and substantial change to their
customers, communities, and environment. Though the scale, type of impact, and
duration of impact vary, the feelings and emotions of achievement underly these
accomplishments, reinforcing their motivation to continue engaging in social
responsibility. MC 010 did not anticipate the magnitude of impact that his product and
business would have among his customers and beyond:
“Something that I didn't anticipate is we really impact people's lives. You know, I
founded a bed sheets company because I thought it'd be fun, first and foremost,
and people tell us about, whether it's pregnant women or post-menopausal
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women or you have people with ALS who have debilitating medial conditions or
multiple sclerosis or eczema or, you know, other forms of skin disease or different
diseases, it, these sheets have changed some people's lives and that's not
something that I really anticipated when I set out to do this, and I think that that
is what I'm very, very most proud of. The amount of people that we've touched in
a way that I didn't anticipate when I founded the company.” (MC 010: Male: 2534 years old: White)

Overcoming Challenges. Breaking down barriers, taking control of changing
circumstances, and overcoming obstacles define ‘Overcoming Challenges.’ By dealing
with challenges that vary in scale and scope, respondents found a sense of
accomplishment in managing change in their personal and professional lives.

Changing contexts and life circumstances of respondents created and developed unique
challenges of personal struggles, systematic barriers, and societal pressures, informing
how each respondent navigated the world around them to overcome difficulties of
various levels. Narratives of overcoming challenges included:
•

Facilitating and leading conversations with doctors with decades of professional
experience and degrees as someone without a medical background, but being
recognized and treated as an equal

•

Graduating from college, which was not something that was the norm in their
family and hometown

•

Finding strength and stability for during a time of mental health (i.e. depression)

In addition to the accomplishments of overcoming personal and professional challenges,
the difficulties respondents faced along the way were unique, formative, and prompted
reflection. They led to the development of motivations to want to engage in social
responsibility. For instance, changes in physical ability prompted MC002 to reflect upon
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his career and the impact he was making through his work, ultimately leading to the
establishment of his social venture.

Major Challenges. Challenges were defined by the barriers, difficulties, and points
of struggle for respondents in personal and professional contexts. Further detail is
available in Appendix I. These hardships provided respondents opportunities to learn
more about themselves and the world around them, influencing the way that their life
operated and how they approached future challenges. These challenges informed
perspective on meaning, shaping the motivations in engaging with and thoughts about
social responsibility. The major personal and professional challenges that respondents
disclosed fell into three camps: identity-based, social and life event-based, and
psychosocial.

Identity-based. Identity-based challenges relate to the difficulties that are tied to
aspects of identity (e.g. family structure, work title, gender, race, ability). These
challenges stem from the unique experiences of certain identities, which are based on
context. As a result, the salience of these challenges depended on what circumstances
and information (cultural trends, current events and news, life events) surrounded the
individual during the time of their interview.

Being a parent and an entrepreneur created challenges that prompted resilience and
motivation for positive change in the world around them. The challenges of starting a
family and raising children were described as difficulties, changing how respondents view
and think about life, what they focus on, and what is important to them – all revolving
around their children and themselves. The difficulties of managing a business were
described by respondents as ‘normal’ and ‘common’ challenges that all entrepreneurs
and small business owners face, not seeming out of place or individual-specific. These
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‘common’ challenges included juggling multiple responsibilities, having to run their books,
and having difficulty securing loans and funding.

Gender roles and pressures created challenges. Defined by sexism and social pressures to
fit into certain roles and behaviors, ‘Gender Roles’ describes the challenges that are based
in social norms and pressures related to gender. These challenges were based in
difficulties related to culturally rooted power dynamics of women in the workplace and
patriarchal industries and systems (i.e. politics). As woman, these challenges were
exclusive to female respondents, defining major behavioral and psychological challenges
that derived by this larger theme. Male respondents acknowledged ‘gender roles’ as a
challenge, but they did not have any personal experience the aligned with nor mirrored
the challenges and experiences of women.

Racial and ethnic identity created challenges too. Some respondents disclosed being
treated differently on the basis of race, microaggressions, and being directly connected
to systems and history of oppression. Prominence of race-based challenges were unique
to people of color (POC). Context-dependent challenges stemmed from navigating
various spaces and having to adapt to the surrounding environment’s dominant culture.
These challenges of code switching and being microaggressed were setting-dependent,
becoming more salient as respondents entered spaces that were less racially diverse.
Some race-based challenges were more systematically engrained than the present,
surface level challenges in personal and professional settings.

Living in systems with deep-rooted history of oppression that endure through today in
less explicit ways was another challenge that was found to be deeply impactful and
formative in how some respondents navigate through their venture, practice of social
responsibility, and personal life. MC 014 explained how these generational challenges
influenced the way they raised their son:
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“...the cycles of oppression and violence as well that were a part of my own
rearing, because post-traumatic slave syndrome is real, and being raised by, being
a Black woman and being raised by folks who were not far removed from that.
And even though they were on an island, Barbados didn't receive its independence
from England until much later than the United States, so there's a lot of colonial
shit in Barbados, man, I'll tell you what, and it shows up in how my parents raised
me as well. There was a lot of master mentality in that culture, there still is. When
you go there, it shows up a lot.” (MC 014: Womxn/Non-Binary: 35 – 44 years old:
Black)

Changing family and social structure. Characterized by loss, strained familial
relationships, and choices that place contention between family and other aspects of life
(i.e. work), ‘Changing family and social structure’ generalizes the difficulties respondents
faced in relation to familial relationships and other personal relationships. The themes
around loss and death describe the ending of relationships by time or circumstance.
Employing and working with friends led to challenges in managing personal and
professional relationships. Expanding a family unit to one with children brought
challenges in decision making among parents; transitioning from a career in nursing to
staying at home to raise their first-born child was the ‘hardest decision’ MC 016 had to
make: “So the hardest time for me was when I had my first child, I decided to stay home.
So from a busy, crazy life to staying home with a little baby. So, that was hard “(MC 016:
Female: 55 - 64 years old: Black)

The Mental Bearing and Divide of Responsibility of SBSR
The responsibility to be socially responsible was shaped by perceived personal authority,
context, and what was deemed attainable from the perspective of the individual. These
were heavily influenced by identity. Certain identities granted power, control, and the
sense of authority over certain issues that were to be addressed through their business
decisions. Further detail is available in Appendix J.
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Among respondents, there was a belief that there was a shared responsibility in
addressing the needs of communities of color. But, entrepreneurs of color had a unique
responsibility that differed from the responsibility of White entrepreneurs. The
justifications that respondents provided were:
•

The identities of entrepreneurs do not have to match the identities of clients’

•

Any community has the responsibility to help and support others, regardless of
what they look like or what identities they hold

•

The weight of responsibility would be too heavy to fall solely on entrepreneurs of
color

The justifications that respondents provided regarding the belief that entrepreneurs of
color had a unique responsibility were:
•

Things entrepreneurs care about (i.e. communities of color) elicit responsibility to
care for them

•

POC have the responsibility to elevate and raise awareness of this issue

•

POC have a unique responsibility to give back, support, and uplift their own
communities

•

Communities of color have the responsibility to support their own first - White
entrepreneurs and business owners are not going to support POC communities,
so entrepreneurs of color need to do the work

Some pointed toward there being no explicit responsibility to target communities of color
through social responsibility. The justifications were:
•

There is a natural tendency for others to help others, regardless of who is deemed
responsible

•

Supporting communities of color should be a consideration, not a responsibility

•

It is not the responsibility of anyone to serve any specific group or a group that
looks like them
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Alignment between Supporting Minority Communities and Identity
Underlying topical rationales behind the bearing of responsibility to support communities
of color are various motivations around the psychological sense of authority that is
influenced by social, political, and economic forces. There were five major points of
contention that emerged when discussing the relationship between racial identity and
the perceived responsibility to target communities of color through social responsibility
and business actions. They are depicted and described through direct quotations from
respondents in Figure 9.

(Un)Comfortability
basing decisions on
factors of identity

Connecting diversity
and success with social
responsibilityonsibility

Dependence between
business and
community

Sense of authority

Seeing systematic
change as essential

"I think it's hard for
me, because people
are like' OH, you
should be
supporting women
doing this because
you're a female
entrepreneur.' Like,
no. I want to
support people that
are passionate."

“I find diversity to
be very important in
being able to deliver
high quality services
to our clients. When
you have that
diversity, you're
able to support
clients that may or
may not have that
diversity.”

“So every
entrepreneur should
be thinking about all
the ways in which
the community in
society has given
them the tools they
need to have a
successful business”

“Sometimes I feel
like I face a
challenge like what
is your right to lead
an organization that
does X, Y, Z, that
you don't represent?
And I think I feel like
this is a pretty
profound question.”

“I don't feel that
that should
disproportionately
fall onto people of
color because I
presume historically
many of them come
from communities
that are
disadvantaged.”

(MC 019: Female:
25 - 34 years old:
White)

(MC 017: Male: 35 44 years old:
Multiracial)

(MC 008: Female:
45 - 54 years old:
White)

(MC 004: Female:
35 - 44 years old:
White)

(MC 013: Female:
25 - 34 years old:
Multiracial)

Figure 9:
Points of contention in the bearing of responsibility in targeting communities of color through SBSR among
respondents (n = 19)

Basing decisions on factors of identity. Some respondents described their sense
of comfort targeting groups with marginalized identities. This was driven by their ability
to empathize with others on the basis of similarity and power and privilege. Respondents
that expressed discomfort in targeting groups on the basis of identity explained the
dangers and personal discomfort of targeting others in the basis of race. MC 007 said,
“Out of sheer principle I would never make a choice or a determination of
someone's responsibility just solely based on the color their skin. I think that's
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irresponsible and it's dangerous. Because where do we stop? What other
determinations can we make based on the color of somebody else's skin? Can we
see how nice they are? or how smart they are? How much money they have? Their
political views? Their culture? Can I just look at somebody? “(MC 007: Male: 35 –
44 years old: Black)

Dependence between business and community. The role that community plays
in the success of a business influenced how responsibility to support communities of color
was perceived by respondents. There was nuance among respondents. Some explicitly
connected businesses and their responsibility to their community, citing a dependence
and inescapable link between an organization with the community it operates in –
creating an explicit responsibility to support those around them, regardless of context.
However, there was disagreement in how involved businesses should be with supporting
their community.

There were varying levels of thought on how businesses and entrepreneurs should
support their communities. Impacting what is in reach led to ideas on being intentional
and strategic with the limited resources a small business has. The choice between
supporting people with jobs versus volunteer and service work versus capital investment
depended on context and the needs of the community, where one need is not ultimately
‘better’ than the other.

Sense of Authority. Ideas on who bears responsibility was heavily informed by the
sense of authority respondents felt in supporting communities of color. ‘Sense of
authority’ refers to the feelings of comfortability and usefulness that respondents felt
addressing challenges and issues that were deemed systematically dependent on identity
(e.g. the gender wage gap, women’s rights, police brutality). MC 008 described the
feelings of contention of usefulness she grapples with when working with and for
communities of different identities than her:
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“Sometimes I feel like I face a challenge like what is your right to lead an
organization that does X, Y, Z, that you don't represent? And I think I feel like this
is a pretty profound question. I think, I feel like my right is tied to my usefulness.
And that is how I feel. Like for as long as I can be useful, and useful in a way that
merits the position that I have, where my right comes from, for my usefulness, my
contribution to this mission. Not usefulness in some abstract kind of way. Like my
right comes from my usefulness that advances this mission and as long as I'm
useful to do that, that’s where I feel like I have a leg to stand on.” (MC 008: Female:
45 – 55 years old: White)

In terms of responsibility of supporting communities of color, sense of authority raised
points of contention between and within POC and White respondents. Some felt that POC
had a greater authority in supporting communities that matched their race and ethnicity,
were better able to contribute to the larger cause, and be more useful than other racial
groups. White respondents and some POC respondents questioned their authority in
helping others who have different racial identity than them. On the other hand, some felt
that there does not have to be a direct connection between racial identity and the
community being supported because of their awareness of their power and privilege,
their ability to learn from others who may be different from them, and the importance of
standing in solidarity with other groups. Sense of authority was a prominent topic when
figuring out the responsibility of supporting communities of color, especially when
grappling with moral dilemmas of targeting on the basis of race.

Connecting Diversity and Success with Social Responsibility. Ideas around social
responsibility as a driver for business growth and success arose. For some, being socially
responsible meant hiring a diverse team, which informed their sense of what social
responsibility is, feeling able to and responsible to hire people of color, queer people, and
other people with marginalized identities. However, the idea of ‘responsibility’ pivoted
on the success of the business, where businesses should make social responsibility a
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priority once they become profitable, muddying the waters of responsibility that is
consistent regardless of profitability and other measures of success.

Additional barriers to access to capital among people of color, immigrants, and women
were mentioned as systematic barriers that have endured in the financial system that
inhibited certain groups from equal opportunity to start and grow their business. Personal
experiences securing capital and research underpinned these perspectives. A White
respondent cited that systematic opportunities - funding and grants specific for
entrepreneurs with minoritized identities (women, people of color) - exist, so his shared
responsibility wavers toward not having a responsibility to support a community on the
basis of a single identity.
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DISCUSSION
At first glance, it did not appear that identity influenced how social responsibility was
thought about and practiced by respondents. But under closer inspection, there were
certain nuances in lower level (0th level - source) themes that were driven by unique
identity-based experiences tied to certain identity, especially race and gender.

In this section major findings in the results will be discussed. These findings include the
impact of awareness of self and others, the drivers of salience of certain identities, family
and business, and the pathway to developing a motivation in practicing social
responsibility. How these findings relate to current theory and research and practical
applications of these findings will follow. Lastly, limitations of this study will be explained.

Major Findings
Much of the motivation and rationale behind why individuals engaged in social
responsibility through their venture were based in institutional, environmental, and
individual levels. Context, external market trends, emotional and moral arguments, and
cultural norms not based in specific identities underlie the four general predictors of
engaging in SBSR. Motivations to make the world a better place and the responsibility to
protect the environment were not driven by identity, but the sources of these rationales
for engaging in social responsibility may be tied to the experiences and exposures that
are unique to certain identities. The experiences and thoughts from respondents cited as
pivotal accomplishments and challenges were grounded in lived experiences that depend
on how respondents navigated the world and the identities they hold. These experiences
informed how they thought about social responsibility and who has the responsibility to
support marginalized communities that may fall outside of their personal experiences.
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The Impact of Raising Awareness
The role that awareness of identities, surrounds, and others played across respondents
was pivotal in shaping how they discussed and thought about how and why they support
themselves, others, and their world at large through their business. Awareness of the
external environment and global trends influenced respondents understanding of societal
challenges like climate change and racial inequity, where entrepreneurial opportunities
and challenges lied, and, generally, who was marginalized in local, national, and global
communities. ‘Awareness of self ‘informed respondents’ understanding of how their
identities created unique entrepreneurial opportunities and barriers, their sense of
authority to address specific societal challenges, and how to work with and support
people who may be different from them.

When discussing the responsibility of supporting communities of color with White
respondents, there was a consistent and prominent discomfort in discussing Whiteness
and the challenges communities of color faced in the 21st century. Unpacking issues
related to race prompted them to think about challenges that they did not experience,
contrasting the deeper understanding and comfort that respondents of color had when
answering the same questions. Much is due to respondents of color having a greater
awareness and comfort in discussing their racial identity, based in lived experiences.

When discussing the responsibility of supporting communities of color, awareness and
understanding of the unique challenges that communities of color face informed
respondents’ sense of responsibility. Greater awareness of racial identity justified
thoughts about the shared responsibility and unique responsibility among respondents,
who happened to be entrepreneurs of color and White entrepreneurs who felt relatively
more comfortable discussing their racial identity. However, contention among
entrepreneurs of color arose, despite greater awareness of their racial identity.
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There was disagreement in the idea that people of color should be ‘boiled down’ on the
basis of race, leading to contrasting perspectives among respondents of color. Specifically,
ideas on access to capital as entrepreneurs of color were disagreed upon. MC 007, a Black
male, felt that ‘playing the race card’ too early was a dangerous trap to fall in for people
of color; he cited his success in securing funding for his ventures from the power of his
perspective and drive. He did not place the cause of additional challenges on his racial
identity. MC 013, a multiracial (Asian and White) woman, disagreed with this point. Her
stance was based on the research she conducted in this field while acting a state legislator
and personal challenges in securing a loan for her guesthouse:
“I finally got $10,000 from [name redacted for anonymity], whose mission is to
help low-income people, POC, and women create small businesses and access
banking and wealth. And I was fighting them all the time, and that when I finally
got my loan, they said, and I had my co-signer standing there, they said, ‘We want
to but this loan in escrow’ [...] And I said, ‘So you're telling me if I want to get
cleaning supplies and bedding supplies from Amazon, I have to show you the
receipt for that and then you get to decide whether that's a worthy business
decision for me? And that could take months. And in fact, I would be paying on a
loan before I might even get a dollar from the loan, I would be starting to pay the
monthly amount back.’ And once it was framed in that way, they backed off, and
they did not require me to do that.” (MC 013: Female: 25 - 34 years old: Multiracial
(Asian and White))

This contrast casts nuance and disagreement on raised awareness of racial identity, even
among people of color. The difference between the two seems to be stemming from their
perspective.

Drivers of Salience
Prominence of certain aspects of identity shaped how respondents thought about and
grappled with issues related to social responsibility. What drove the salience and
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prominence of these identities varied across respondents, but the effects of a heightened
awareness of these identities related a higher level of importance to the respondent.
These drivers are shown in detail in Appendix K.

These drivers highlight key drivers in what determined salience and how they connected
to larger themes that appeared in the first research two questions (motivation to engage
in social responsibility; accomplishments and challenges). Reflecting on these sources,
there is a clear distinction between drivers related to identity and those that are not. The
concepts that have a connection to identity were difference in treatment, gender norms,
hypervisibility, imposter syndrome, pride, raised awareness, and Whiteness. The
experiences of certain identities led respondents to being more exposed to certain
experiences like grappling with understanding being more than two races (imposter
syndrome) or being the victim of a hate crime (difference in treatment), leading to greater
salience and greater importance of certain identities, which shaped how respondents
thought about and responded to prompts.

The salience of identity sparked certain business projects and initiatives, influenced
priorities, shaped personal relationships, and affected how respondents interacted with
their local community. As a result, the way the social responsibility was practiced was
shaped by what identities were most salient to respondents. Gender identity was more
salient among women-entrepreneurs because it influenced how they were treated by
others and how they were perceived by society, which was elevated when in a highly
visible position as one of the few women in the proximate space. The same logic can be
applied to entrepreneurs of color. However, this does not apply among all respondents,
which was seen in the disagreement between respondents of color on the topic of access
to capital and race.
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Family and Social Responsibility
Being a parent was a common theme that aligns with and reinforces the connection
between family businesses and sustainability and social responsibility. Wanting to pass
on certain values to their kids and molding their kids into being good people generalized
respondents’ reasons for wanting to engage in social responsibility, hoping to act as
positive role models for their kids to learn from. Being a parent also prompted
respondents to think about the future and how their business could establish a secure
and strong future for their family’s future. As a result, operating their business in a
responsible and ethical way made sense.

None of the respondents expressed any intention of passing on their business to their
children, but none of the respondents were actively working with their children at the
time of the interviews, much due to their kids being less than 25 years old. However, there
is potential that business continuity between generations may arise if the business
survives and interest is fostered in the next generation, following trends that existing
research highlights (Sharma and Sharma, 2019).

The structural organization and long-term orientation of family firm’s alignment with
socially responsible and sustainable business strategies. The competitive advantage, the
financial value, environmental value, and social value they create support the
development of long-term strategies that connect today’s generation with the next
generation. As a result, the passing of the baton may be more easily done between
generations under a shared set of family/business values, a fostered motivation among
the next generation to remain involved in an ethical and responsibly-managed firm, and
an alignment on a mission to make the world a better place through the vehicle of the
business (Sharma and Sharma, 2019).

Motivating Factor: Family. Family firms have distinct differences in values,
communication, and control of their business, relative to non-family businesses. Within a
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family unit, a common set of values, communication style (language), and orientation as
managers/owners/family members are developed and then transferred to the business,
influencing the organization’s culture, operations, and identity as a social entity – more
than a means for profit creation (Tagiuri & Davis, 1996; Lussier & Sonfield, 2009; Sorenson
et al., 2009; Block, 2010, Laverty, 1996; Lussier et al., 2009, Hoffman et al. 2006,
Sorrenson et al., 2009; Sharma and Sharma, 2019; Peake et al., 2015)

Varying Sources, Common Mission
Examining the 0th level and 1st level codes, there is uniqueness in responses when
comparing among demographic groups. These differences arise in contrasts of
upbringing, exposure to certain activities, and environment and community, which
differed across respondents’ most salient identities, race and gender. However, the
ultimate effect of these sources leads to effects that are not isolated to certain identities.

Environmental Stewardship. The role that race played in upbringing, exposure,
and environment and community is highlighted in the source codes and lower level
themes. For example, relationships with the environment were developed from an early
age and through family involvement, relying on access to oceans, forests, and spaces to
be outdoors. The influence that race has on access to the environment has been
documented to be significant, connected mostly to geographic location and access to
nature; this ultimately leads to less people of color being involved in outdoor activities
and less people of color justifying their engagement for social responsibility with
environmental stewardship (Reich, 1992; Boyle, 1993; Gelobter, 2019).

However, there was no consensus or general trend across respondents when looking at
the connection between identity and environmental stewardship. MC 018, a Black
woman, cites her passion for the environment from her job at Ben and Jerry’s, learning
about environmentalism and being surrounded by peers who cared deeply about the
environment. MC 001, a Bi-racial (Asian + White) woman, cited her care for the
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environment from ‘growing up on the beach’ and being encouraged by her White father
to enjoy and appreciate nature. MC 005, a White male, cited his care for the environment
through being pivotal experiences in the outdoors through college trips and travel.
Ranging from upbringing to later in life experiences, the exposure to values of
stewardship and experiences that spark and shape those values are related to being
introduced to these stimuli. Though difference in timing of exposure to these stimuli
varied, the ultimate impact (environmental stewardship) resulted.

Understanding of Race and Injustices. The experiences and upbringing as a
person of color also contrasted that of non-people of color. Being raised by Black parents
who were deeply involved in racial justice work, MC 018 recollected her experiences
growing up Black in a predominantly White state as a challenge. But she learned through
this experience how to be strong, how to rely on her family, and how to navigate the
world as a Black Woman:
“And we had to, one of the things we would do as a family, is my father would sit
us down and they'd say, we would have to stand up and say, "I'm Black and Black
is beautiful." That was one of the things that really was, it was like a mantra for
us. And it was really important to build our own character, to build our own
strength, knowing that we were going back out there to face some difficult times.
So, I learned to be strong. I learned to rely on my family but also to connect with
community, because I needed community growing up.” (MC 018: Female: 55- 64
years old: Black)

On the other hand, MC 010, a White male, developed his personal understanding of race
through reading and learning about the systematic racism, following influential people,
and reflecting on his own Whiteness. When asked about how we learned about his
Whiteness, MC 010 said,
“I think if 18 year old [name redacted] had heard that response, he would've
reacted negatively to it because I think that 18 year old [name redacted] would've
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said "Oh, you know, being White means that I have to get better scores on my
SATs to get into the same college or it means that I can't feel proud of my race or
whatever.' I mean, you're indoctrinated with some of this shit really early on when
you're a kid, you know, and I think that 18-year-old [name redacted] would've said
race doesn't matter at all in its entirety.” (MC 010: Male: 25 – 34 years old: White)
These differences in learning about race have a strong contrast between racial groups.
The context of the race in the US has shaped the way that has been and is currently talked
about in a cultural sense, constantly developing.

Despite these differences in salience in upbringing, exposure to certain experiences, and
framing of certain aspects of identity and the world, the ultimate impact of these
influences result in similar themes for engaging in social responsibility. Common pursuits
of protecting the environment, fulfilling individual needs, and making the world a better
place are common values, regardless of identity.

Implications for Future Research
Reflecting on the findings of this study, there are a few ways that further research can be
conducted and how these results can be applied in a business setting today.

Capturing marginalized identity groups not included in this sample
The sample did not capture all racial groups, geographic regions, and other factors that
may influence how social responsibility is thought of, how experiences of certain
identities vary, and the nuance within identity groups. Further research has the potential
to add more detail to the findings of this study, better rounding out the perspectives of
the limited sample.

Deeper Exploration of major themes
To better understand the detail and nuance of major themes, further research can be
conducted to better understand the larger themes uncovered in this study. How specific
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identities connect to these larger themes may be another point of further research, better
understanding the points of contention within a specific community or group of people
with similar traits.

Applications for Businesses and Entrepreneurs Today
Representation, Diversity, and Inclusion
White respondents mentioned that they were more aware about challenges and
experiences of people of color, becoming more aware of their whiteness and the
privileges associated with being White/in the dominant group, and were able to develop
a greater sense of empathy with people of marginalized backgrounds when they had an
opportunity to learn about the experiences of those different from them. This learning
meant listening to people of color share their stories and having conversations with
people of color about their challenges and what it is like to be a person color, bringing
their experiences to light. This concept of increasing the number of stories and amplifying
the voices of marginalized voices connects with current trends and discussions about
representation, diversity, and inclusion.

Representation refers to the inclusion of people not traditionally included into the
dominant narrative. From casting racial minorities in films to hiring people with
disabilities in a front of house position in a restaurant, the concept of representation is
meant to broaden perspectives society holds about groups of people, changing how
certain groups may be portrayed in a public setting. This also shows up as placing a greater
spotlight on and amplifying diverse voices that have been historically marginalized,
providing power and reach to narratives that may counter existing ideas and thoughts
about a specific issue.

Diversity can enhance a business in multiple aspects, while inclusion can make these
advantages sustainable and durable. Prioritizing diversity and inclusion may better
prepare a business for the future of work. By widening the scope of representation of
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identities on their team through efforts diversity and intentional inclusion, small business
owners and entrepreneurs may be better equipped to strategically incorporate socially
responsible practices and systems into their business, preparing them for the changing
demographics, rise in automation, and growing importance of social responsibility.
Having a more diverse team may also provide a greater sense of authority entrepreneurs
may feel when addressing issues that extend beyond themselves and their own identities.

It is important to note that the emotional burden of communities of color sharing their
experiences and stories must be considered, equitably distributing the responsibility of
learning from others equitably among people of color and non-people of color in order to
raise awareness of racial issues and beyond. Rather, the importance of self-exploration of
racial identity through individual-driven learning is essential.

Identity Exploration and Self-Work among Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs can find opportunities to further develop themselves to take their business
and their socially responsible initiatives to the next level by exploring and better
understanding their identities through self-work. By exploring their identities and how
they interact to shape their lived experiences, entrepreneurs may better be equipped to
manage a diverse workforce, understand their perspective and any shortcomings, and
become more aware to challenges that fall outside of themselves that may be impacting
their business. This may show up as participating in social justice workshops, consuming
media that explores social issues and identity, and/or having discussions about identity
with others who have first-hand experience.

Limitations of this Study
Study Design: Sampling
The sampling strategy of this study was designed to stop recruiting at the point of
theoretical saturation (Bloor & Wood, 2006). Due to limited time constraints, this point
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was not reached. It is important to note that this sample is not meant to be representative
of the population, but to provide detail, depth, and nuance in the points uncovered
through the interviews. Like with other qualitative research, these findings are inherently
not generalizable and repeatable. However, this sample provided depth and diversity in
thought, capturing various stories and perspective from entrepreneurs of various
backgrounds, experiences, and cultures.

Bias in Data Collection and Analysis (Coding)
Despite incorporating strategies to limit bias in data collection, analysis, and other parts
of the process, bias is inevitable and is an inherent limitation to this study. Potential bias
among respondents may have influenced their responses to interview questions,
providing answers that may have been believed to respond directly to the larger purpose
the study – the impact of identity – rather than the immediate question. Potential bias
may have influenced the coding/analysis process. Despite conducting a line-by-line open
coding phase prior to the ultimate phase, my potential bias in seeking certain themes and
responses may have influenced the results of the study. Future projects should have
multiple individuals coding to minimize the effect of bias.
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Conclusion
At first glance, it did not appear that identity influenced how social responsibility was
thought about and practiced by respondents. But under closer inspection, there were
certain nuances in lower level (0th level - source) themes that were driven by experiences
that were unique to certain personal identities of identity, especially race and gender.
Some of the major findings that pushed further thought were the influence of awareness,
what drives salience of certain identities, how family and social responsibility were
connected, and how varying experiences ultimately led to similarity among motivation
and rationales among respondents. Applying these findings and points to ponder,
entrepreneurs can start to think about JEDI (justice, equity, diversity, inclusion) in their
business and identity exploration and self-work. This project has provided started to inject
nuance on the role that identity has on entrepreneurs.

As the US is projected to become more racially diverse (Wilson, 2016), there is a growing
need to better understand how people of color – who were once the ‘minority’ – can be
supported in entrepreneurial settings. By understanding the narratives and experiences
that people of color face will hopefully allow for a greater equity and effective strategies
that bring positive change through various bottom lines. Understanding the role that
identity has in the future of work can provide insight into working with, working for, and
living in a diversifying environment different from today. Being in the minority may lose
its 21st century connotation, shifting toward a new definition and societal understanding.

As the community of entrepreneurs of color grows ("2018 Small Business Profiles", 2019),
more social enterprises and ventures will be launched that aim to humanize businesses
in various communities, meeting core human needs while simultaneously creating social
value (Weaver, 2019). The rise of social enterprises and sustainability may provide a
glimpse into the future of small business and entrepreneurship.
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Appendix B
Research Information Sheet
Research Information Sheet

Title of Study:

Understanding the Impact of Racial Identity on
Small Business Social Responsibility

Principal Investigator (PI): Michael Chan
Faculty Sponsor:

Funder:
Program

Dr. Srinivas Venugopal, Associate Professor,
Grossman School of Business
University of Vermont – Environmental

Introduction
You are being invited to take part in this research study because you are a small
business owner, an entrepreneur, and/or hold a chief executive position in a
‘small’ business. This study is being conducted by Michael Chan at the University
of Vermont.
Purpose
This senior thesis project will update existing research by exploring small
business social responsibility, expanding upon existing research and
generalizations that explored surface level rationale behind socially
responsible practices among demographic (i.e. racial, gender) groups in a
business context.
Study Procedures
If you take part in the study, you will be asked to participate in a semistructured interview and demographic questionnaire, which will take a total of
approximately one hour to complete. The interview will be audio recorded for
later transcription and analysis. Questions will be asked to participants to
stimulate conversation, rather than seek an answer to the question. Below
are examples of questions that will be asked. The questions of the interview
will be based on the following themes and questions:
•
•

Business Background → What makes your business/organization
special?
Social Responsibility, General
o Defining ‘Social Responsibility’ → How would you define social
responsibility?
o Current Practices
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•

•

o Motivations & Perceived Benefits of Social Responsibility → What
motivates you to engage in social responsibility?
Social Responsibility in Practice
o Advertising & Marketing → What are your opinions on
advertising/marketing
socially responsible activities?
o Managerial Values → How do your personal values influence your
business decisions?
o Successes → What initiatives have worked?
Personal Identity
o Entrepreneurial History → How did you get into managing/owning
your
business/organization?
o Racial Identity → How does your race influence your business?

Prior to the interview, the interviewee will complete a demographic
questionnaire. Questions will be asked to identity demographic information
(e.g. race, gender, education level, number of employees at the time of
interview)
All study procedures will take place in-person or over the phone.
Collected data will be de-identified and used for future research or be given to
another investigator for future research without additional informed consent.
For further information, see ‘Confidentiality’ below)
Benefits
As a participant in this research study, there may not be direct benefit for you;
however, information from this study may benefit other people now or in the
future.
Risks
The only anticipated risk in participating in this study is breach of
confidentiality. We will do our best to protect the information we collect from
you during this study. This study has been exempted from IRB review, but
will still follow all human subject protection regulations and notify the IRB of
any problems that arise during the conduct of the project
Costs
There will be no costs to you for participation in this research study except
your time.
Compensation
You will not be paid for taking part in this study.
Confidentiality
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Your study data will be handled as confidentially as possible. If results of this
study are published or presented, individual names and other personally
identifiable information will not be used.
To minimize the risks to confidentiality, we will code all identifying information
in interview transcriptions, audio recordings, documents, and notes with
letters and numbers (MC 001, MC 002, MC 003...). A master key matching
business names, participant names, and corresponding codes will be stored
separately from the de-identified data. All information will be stored in
password-protected folders on personal computers.
At the conclusion of the study, all physical information will be destroyed. Deidentified data (not containing any identifiable information) will be retained for
future research projects.
The sponsor(s) or their appointed designees as well as the Institutional
Review Board and regulatory authorities will be granted direct access to your
original research records for verification of research procedures and/or data.
If your record is used or disseminated for government purposes, it will be
done under conditions that will protect your privacy to the fullest extent
possible consistent with laws relating to public disclosure of information and
the law-enforcement responsibilities of the agency.
Please note that email communication is neither private nor secure. Though
we are taking precautions to protect your privacy, you should be aware that
information sent through e-mail could be read by a third party.

Voluntary Participation/Withdrawal
Taking part in this study is voluntary. You are free to not answer any
questions or withdraw at any time. You may choose not to take part in this
study, or if you decide to take part, you can change your mind later and
withdraw from the study.
Questions
If you have any questions about this study now or in the future, you may
contact me, Michael Chan, at the following email, michael.chan@uvm.edu. If
you have questions or concerns about your rights as a research participant,
then you may contact the Director of the Research Protections Office at
(802) 656-5040.
Participation
Your participation is voluntary, and you may refuse to participate without
penalty or discrimination at any time.
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Appendix C
Respondent Demographic Questionnaire
1. What is your name?
2. In what year were you born?
3. Please specify your racial identity (select all that apply)
Hispanic and/or Latinx
Black and/or African American
Native American and/or American Indian
Asian/Pacific Islander/Desi
White
Other
Prefer not to say
4. What is your gender identity?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

Female
Male
Non-Binary
Other (please specify)
Prefer not to say

5. What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently
enrolled, the highest degree received.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

No schooling completed
Nursery school to 8th grade
Some high school, no diploma
High school graduate, diploma or the equivalent (for example: GED)
Some college credit, no degree
Trade/technical/vocational training
Associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
Professional degree
Doctorate degree
Prefer not to say

6. What US state is your business headquartered in?
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7. What is your religious/spiritual identity? (Select all that apply)
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Muslim
Jewish
Protestant
Seventh Day Adventist
Mormon
Roman Catholic
Christian Scientist
Other (please specify)
Prefer not to say

8. Are you an immigrant?
o Yes
o No
o Prefer not to say
9. Do you identify as a member of the LGBTQIA+ community?
o Yes
o No
o Prefer not to say
10. Approximately how many full-time individuals are employed in your business?
11. Approximately how many non-full-time individuals are employed in your business
(Part-time, temporary)?
12. Is your business family-owned?
o Yes
o No
o Other
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Appendix D
Full Sample Characteristics
Characteristic

n

%*

Age

Respondent Characteristics

%*

Immigrant
Not an Immigrant
LGBTQIA+
Yes
No
Family (Owned) Business
Yes

2
17

11
89

3
16

16
84

10

53

No
Religious/Spiritual Identity
Jewish
Protestant
Roman Catholic
Christian
Atheist
Agnostic
Agnostic/Nature Lover
Hindu & Jewish
Non-Specific
Not Sure
Prefer not to Say
Highest Level of Education

9

47

1
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

5
11
5
5
16
16
5
5
5
5
5

Bachelor’s Degree
Master’s Degree

11
8

58
42

1
5
1
1
2
1
1
2

5
26
5
5
11
5
5
11

Immigrant Status

18 – 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45 - 54
55 - 64
65+
Race

1
6
5
3
3
1

White
POC
Asian/Desi/Pacific Islander
Black and/or African American
Hispanic and/or Latinx
Native American
Multiracial
Asian + White
Black + White
Gender
Female
Male
Womxn/Non-Binary
Geographic US Census Region

11
8
0
4
0
0
4
3
1

58
42

11
7
1

58
37
5

6
1
1
11

32
5
5
58

West
South
Midwest
Northeast

5
32
26
16
16
5

21

21
16
5

Number of Employees
Business Characteristics

n

Characteristic

Industry

Full-Time

Non-Full-Time

0
0
0
1
1
1
2

0
1
2
0
3
6
3

1
1
1
1
1
2
1

5
5
5
5
5
10
5

Apparel
Consulting & Hospitality
Education
Environmental Services
Food Manufacturing
Food Service & Hospitality
Home Linen Manufacturing

Marketing Services
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1
5
2
6
Package Manufacturing
1
5
3
1
Restaurant/Food Service
1
5
3
16
Technology
1
5
4
3
Type of Organization
1
5
5
0
For-Profit
1
5
9
20
Non-Profit
1
5
15
27
1
5
16
11
1
5
17
0
1
5
33
0
1
5
55
0
*Percentages are rounded, so they may not sum to 100
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2
1

5
11
5

18
1

95
5
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Appendix E
Q1. What motivates small
business owners &the
entrepreneurs
engage in socially
responsible
What leads to these motivations?
‘Improving
worldtoaround
them’
Dataactivities?
Structure
0th Order Sources

1st Order Concepts

2nd Order Themes

•Finds running a company without any positive social impact as unfulfilling
•Wants a company that is more than just a money-making vehicle
•Grew up in a larger, more diverse place and then moved to a smaller, more localized place
•Has benefited from the social networks they have access to for support
•Is working in the hospitality industry
•Was a local politician and made an impact in the state legislature

• Doesn't want to waste time
and talent
• Feels that they can see and handle
the issues around them effectively

Bringing effective change

•Has established networks of support that understand their experiences and needs
•Has helped provide solutions that have strengthened her changing community
•Loves where they live
•Lives in a predominantly White state
•There is not any similar type of cuisine in their local community
•Wants to pass on culture and values to their children and community members
•Wants to show their children that there are others who look like them

•Feels connected to their community
•Wants to diversify their community

Improving their community

•Saw the food manufacturing industry as broken
•Saw themselves as a changemaker
•Was one of the first using recycled fabrics
•Doesn't want to wait for the government to get itself together
•Living in a collaborative environment that is dedicated to social entrepreneurship
•Participated in a start-up accelerator that emphasized the importance of supporting others
•Was mentored and supported when starting their own venture
•Acknowledges the future financial viability of a socially responsible businesses
•Has learned from other ventures that have a similar model

•Improving the industry at large
•Leading to inspire others to follow
•Showing other businesses what is
possible

Inspiring change

•Grew up in a community-focused place
•Is the co-owner of their business
•Parents were community organizers that believed in involving all to survive and thrive
•Felt frustrated with the culture of inaction with climate change
•Thought that there were other environmentalists with similar needs and values

•Sees involving others as necessary
•Wanted to unite people around a
single cause

Uniting others for positive
change

•Has seen successes in developing their business (treating employees well, mitigating climate change)
•Identifies as a change maker in a broken industry, wanting to fix the system to improve it
•Is an optimist
•Sees no reason in not making an impact through inevitable work
•Sees self and business as a part of an interconnected system

•Using business for good

Making the world a better
place

•Helping other girls have similar
opportunities
•Sharing source of empowerment
with other women

Addressing a specific social
issue

•Prior venture informed charitable giving and research in effectiveness of investment in women
•Recognized privileges and opportunities they had at a young age
•Their mother was faced different challenges as a mother, immigrant, and person of color in the US
a post-WWII era
•Acknowledges growing up after Title IX
•Experienced personal empowerment through their product and wanted to share it with others
•Worked in a male-dominated space with other women, finding experience to be galvanizing

3rd Order Dimensions

Improving the
world around
them
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Appendix F
‘Environmental Stewardship’ Data Structure

Q1. What motivates small business owners & entrepreneurs to engage in socially responsible activities? What leads to these motivations?
0th Order Sources
•Aware of over consumptive culture
•Family spent time outdoors
•Grew up by the beach
•Grew up playing and enjoying sports
•Worked in the outdoor industry
•Family was connected to environmentalism and social justice
•Learned about environmentalism in school
•Lives in an environmentally conscious state
•Surrounded by environmentalists
•Volunteered in environmental programs
•Worked for an environmentally conscious and values-driven company
•Understanding their impact on the environment and systems around them
•Family grew up on an island and lived sustainably
•Has a background in social justice (environmental justice)
•Lives as an urban homesteader and professional chef
•Studies spiritual, indigenous, sacred connections to the Earth

1st Order Concepts

2nd Order Themes

•Appreciates nature
•Feels connected to the planet
•Understanding their impact on
the environment and systems
around them

Caring for the natural
environment

3rd Order Dimensions

Environmental
Stewardship
•Saw potential to help the industry decrease its footprint
•Sees social responsibility as 'cleaning up your own mess’
•Not wanting to make a negative impact
•Sees interconnectedness between self and environment around them

•Developed a connection to nature and well-being
•Grew up on the beach
•Learned more about the industrial agriculture system
•Was reliant on the natural environment for hobbies and work
•Went on a backpacking trip to Peru
•Went on a trip to a national park and learned to admire the beauty of nature
•Went to farmers' markets in college and enjoyed it
•Caring for and enjoying nature was a family value
•Experienced water quality degradation firsthand
•Grew up on the beach

•Drive to reduce consumption
•Not wanting to make a negative
impact

•Driven to protect the
environment
•Wanting to protect nature

Minimizing personal impact
on the natural environment

Protecting the natural
environment
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Appendix G
Q1. What motivates small business owners & entrepreneurs to engage in socially responsible activities? What leads to these motivations?
‘Self-Actualization’ Data Structure
0th Order Sources

1st Order Concepts

2nd Order Themes

•Inspired by Simon Sinek's 'Lead from Behind' mentality and wants their employees to balance
work and life
•Struggled with their work/life balance, leading to mental health challenges
•Lives in a giving place that is active with helping others
•Views social responsibility as using power of privilege and impacting others

•Converges work and life
•Connects personal life and business
life
•Social responsibility is a part of their
identity

Converges work and life

•Is learning the value of community and connecting with others through age
•Sees the world as a place that can be isolating
•Had 3 different jobs by age 24, while managing a difficult break-up
•Helped start a company that addressed sexual violence and found success, after 3 job changes
•Worked for a hedge fund and was fired after 5 months
•Their work is helping the community in a variety of ways (education, donations)
•Wants to leave behind a positive legacy on people's lives

•Finds meaning with connecting with
others
•Sees purpose beyond making money
•Doing it for the good of their heart

Filling higher level needs

•Discouraged by a grad. school advisor when they decided to leave school to pursue current venture
•Was looking to learn more about their service and how they can make it accessible to others
•Has been mentored and supported by many others
•Sees the government as a broken system to inspire change
•Finds importance of community and finding people with similar views and beliefs
•Found a career that created greater social value than corporations' less meaningful projects
•Grew their business to 35 employees, helping support other people
•Went to college and got to experience many new new and different things from their small hometown
•Wanted to make a high-quality product
•Saw an opportunity to learn how to use recycled fabric and produce domestically

•Is being the change they want
to see
•Sees importance of having wider
perspective beyond self-interest
•Wanted to make a high-quality
product

•Grew up in a giving and charitable family, participating in service
•Helped found a tech company aiming to fight and end sexual violence
•Participated in a start-up accelerator that emphasized collaboration and a 'give-first mentality'
•Sees CSR as a PR and sales driving tool as short-sighted, cold, and calculated
•Struggled with mental and emotional wellbeing (career challenges, relocation, relationship strain)
•Grew up in a values-driven at home and through schooling
•Is involved in the local social entrepreneurship community and network
•Struggled with mental health and substance use

•Finds meaning in making a positive
impact
•Is passionate about work, company,
and impact

•Finds meaning in connection to others and the world
•Grew up with parents who taught them that it is the responsibility of the fortunate to help the less fortunate
•Has the luxury of not having to worry about meeting basic needs
•Sees importance of having a wider perspective beyond self-interest
•Is grateful and fortunate for how they grew up and wants others to have those same opportunities
•Sees donating in women-focused causes as the most effective way to give their little money
•Values 'doing the right thing' and courage
•Enjoys running intimate cooking classes and getting to know students
•Wants to meet the needs of catering requests and customer needs
•Worked as a nurse and is currently a teacher, emphasizing work that cares for others
•Career brought new opportunities to mentor and support others
•Is a first-gen student
•Lives in a giving environment
•Sees business opportunity with being generous and giving to others

•Finds responsibility to help others
•Paying it forward
•Wants to make others happy
•Believes in giving first

•Grew up in a family business run by their father, leading with his values and care for others (relationship-based)
•Grew up in a low-income, Christian, multi-racial family with an immigrant mother in Virginia
•Refers to the Golden Rule
•Sees self as global citizen and how their actions impact others
•Feels that birth work is a practice passed down through generations
•Is curious about ancestors being birth workers, passing down their tradition
•It is a 'birth world' thing and energy

•Doing it because it is the right thing
to do
•Felt a calling to do their work

3rd Order Dimensions

Filling personal mission

SelfActualization

Finds meaning in work

Helping others

Natural urge
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Appendix H
‘Accomplishments’ Data Structure

at accomplishments are small business owners & entrepreneurs most proud of?

ncepts

2nd Order Themes

3rd Order Dimensions

Becoming a parent
Growing their family

Being a parent
Raising and teaching their kids
Showing their kids what is possible
Growing their business
Starting their own venture

Being an entrepreneur

Using technology and knowledge to develop
their business

Supporting and caring for others

Creating social value and
impact

Finding meaning in work
Making a meaningful impact through work
Making change through political work
Making large-scale positive change
Making their workplace more inclusive

Making meaningful
change

Meeting personal needs while impacting the
world
Positively impacting others
Sharing their insight and perspectives
Being an athlete
Being seen as an equal among highly
educated people

Overcoming challenges

Pursuing and accomplishing goals
Positively impacting others
Supporting other people through
employment
Being independent
Being resilient

Supporting others

Taking control of their
situation and life

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF IDENTITY ON SBSR
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Appendix I
‘Challenges’ Data Structure

2. What major challenges have small business owners & entrepreneurs faced?

ncepts

2nd Order Themes
Changing their outlook as a parent
Balancing cost decisions with margins

3rd Order Dimensions

Being a parent

External environment challenges
General small business challenges
Learning for their venture
Not spending time efficiently and
effectively
Relying on clients for work

Being an
entrepreneur

Securing funding
Social and political challenges of being a
new entrant
Death of a loved one
Leaving an abusive relationship
Loss of personal relationship

Changing family &
social structure

Managing personal & professional
relationships
Transition from the workforce to home
Assimilating to a new environment
Being different from others

Fitting in

Being the only one
Learning English
Made others uncomfortable with rapid
success
Changing behavior for others' comfort

Gender roles

Questioned decisions as a woman
Context-dependent barriers

Race-based
challenges

Generational trauma
Being in a new environment
Changing work because of injury

Life changes

Keeping a job/Unemployment
Balancing work with impact
Managing societal expectations with self
Not growing their business like others

Meeting
expectations
Not attaining a goal

Political loss
Mental health was not good

Poor mental health

Balancing work & life
Giving up flexibility for family & work
Juggling family with business

Work/Life Balance
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Appendix J
‘Bearing of Responsibility’ Data Structure
1st Order Concepts

2nd Order Themes

• Feels comfortable supporting people with specific identities through formalized programs
• Feels able to better empathize with and care for other women, POC, queer people

Comfortable targeting
marginalized groups

• Finds danger in supporting others because of specific identities and traits – perpetuates
existing problems
• Doesn’t like using the ‘as a’ mindset/excuse

Danger in targeting on
specific traits

• Feels uncomfortable helping individuals on a basis of race - assuming race & ethnicity
• Acknowledges the Black diaspora in the US (Black American vs. African American vs. African)

Discomfort targeting on the
basis of race

•Connects business growth and success to community growth and success

Business & community grow
together

• Sees businesses as dependent on their community – A member of the community
• Believes that community makes their business successful (clients, support, resources)

Dependence on community

Impacting what is in reach

• Thinks that impacting what is within reach is important and impactful

• Institutional money may be less affective than directly supporting those behind us
• Offering direct support to those behind is impactful and important

Support vs. Investment

• Sees supporting their community as necessary – serving as customers, new ideas,
marketing/referrals

Necessity of supporting
community

• Feels that there doesn't have to be a connection between ethnicity and culture of cuisine
• Questions their sense of authority when addressing issues that go beyond their personal
identities

Greater authority

• Thinks that there is great importance in listening & learning when working with &
leading people that are different from them and their identities for their non-profit
• Finds value in diversity across leadership team – great ability to connect with wider audience

Listening and learning from
others who are different

• Feels that there are standards based on contributions and usefulness when leading and working
with people that are different from them

Standards on contributions
& usefulness

• Feels a sense of power and privilege – as the owner of their venture, not reporting to anyone –
to support minoritized groups

• Connects success to diversity of their team
• Having a more diverse team makes their work more impactful and perceived as legitimate
• Has made hiring a diverse team something to think about, not a responsibility

• Sees SR as something that should become a priority once a business reaches a certain level –
Addressing survival & basic needs of the business first

•Believes that a societal shift is needed to make effective change among society

Basing
decisions on
a factors of
identity

Dependence
between
Business +
Community

Connection between
identity and work

• Thinks that there is greater authority and efficiency held by POC
• Wonders about their usefulness when addressing issues through their non-profit with a more
diverse team

• Sees importance in standing in solidarity with marginalized groups when lacking the authority/not
having the identity being marginalized - using privilege

3rd Order Dimensions

•Thinks that entrepreneurs of color have unique challenges, but they have special opportunities for
funding or grant money not available to non-minorities

1st Order Concepts

Sense of
authority

2nd Order Themes

Thinks that helping
communities of color is
something to consider, not a
responsibility

Consideration, not
responsibility

Thinks heling others will
happen naturally, regardless
of who is responsible

Natural tendency to
help others

Doesn't think that it is
anyone's responsibility to
serve a specific person or
someone that looks like them

No responsibility to serve
specific groups

Doesn't think that
entrepreneur's identities have
to match the clients'

Mis-matching
identities is OK

Believes the responsibility is
shared between POC and
non-POC

POC & non-POC
responsibility

Sees the responsibility of
helping and supporting others
shared by any community

Supporting any
community

Sees historical disadvantages
of communities of color as
reason for the shared
responsibility with White
entrepreneurs

3rd Order Dimensions

No
responsibility

Shared
responsibility

Weight of
responsibility

Thinks the burden of
responsibility is too much for
just POC to handle

Connects things they care
about to what they have
responsibility over

Care equates
responsibility

Believes that POC have to
elevate the conversation of
responsibility

POC raising
awareness

POC have a unique
responsibility to give back to
their communities

POC giving back

Thinks communities of color
would want to support their
own first

Supporting their
own first

Doesn't think that Whiteowned busiensses will
support POC communities

White businesses &
POC communities

Standing in solidarity
Supporting minoritized
groups because of power &
privilege
Importance of diversity
SR as a priority once
profitable

Tying success
with SR

Societal shift for change

• Thinks that there are systematic barriers to equality and equity (i.e. access to capital)

|

Systematic barriers

Systematic
change as a
means of
change

Unique
responsibilities

Systematic opportunities

Underlying rationales

Perceived responsibility to support
communities of color
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Appendix K
Q3. What ‘Drivers
drives the salience
and prominence
individual identities?
of Salience’
DataofStructure

Order Concepts

2nd Order Themes

3rd Order Dimensions

External funding from bank

Access
to to
Access
capital
capital

External funding from family
Building community to share knowledge with children
Exploring their identity and sharing it with their children

Learning from being a parent

Being
a a
Being
parent
parent

Mixed experiences with racial ID

Received a hate message

Difference
Difference
in in
treatment
treatment

Opportunity for their kids
Teaching kids
Attributing challenges to identities

Empowering other women
Influence of gender
Influence of race on career

Unique challenges

Fitting in to local culture

Positive experiences in community

Equal opportunity

Intersectionality

Building community with others

Living in a predominantly White area

Bias in investment

Changing language

Racial discrimination

Not facing additional challenges because of ID

2nd Order Themes

Environment
Environment
& Community
& Community

Working in a diverse space

Influence of context
Living in a predominantly White country
Social construction of identity & salience
Vulnerable group arises

Working in a predominantly White space
Being perceived differently due to gender

Being perceived differently due to gender
Not gendering tasks
Selling themselves objectively
Sexism in their industrty

Empowering daughter

Gender
Gender
norms
norms

Workplace discrimination

Gender power dynamics
Intersectionality
Matching behavior with gender norms
No impact of gender on career

Being the only one
Challenges of being hyper-visible
Not fitting in

Being tokenized

Hypervisibility
Hypervisbility

Standing out in a group

Difference in cultures

Surprising others

Developing appreciation for identity

Changing order of races
Environment erasing mixed-race identity
Struggles of being mixed-race

Imposter
Imposter
syndrome
syndrome

Honoring their elders
Cultural challenges
Connects background to today's self

Appreciating their heritage

Dismantling biases

Grew up celebrating racial identity

Having conversations about identity

Growing importance of race

Pride
Pride

Impact of race

Diversifying thoughts about demographics

Influnece of context

Exploring their Whiteness

Not attirbuting challenges to identity
Salience of identities

Having an adopted daughter
Learning about racism
Learning about Whiteness
Learning from marginalized voices

Raised
Raised
awareness
awareness

Shared experiences
White privilege
Identity grants authority
Non-traditional identities in identity-specific work

Living environment facilitates exploration of race
Navigating the court system

Shared experiences grants authority

Unpacking bias

Targeting specific demographic groups

Questions sense of authority
Easiness connecting with other White people

Sense
of of
Sense
authority
authority

Protection from challenges
Race as an afterthought
Surround self with other Whites
White privilege

Changing context of Whiteness
Having a greater voice because of Whiteness
Lack of authority because of Whiteness

Not asked about Whiteness

Experiences

Varying levels of discrimination

Whiteness
Whiteness

Learning about Whiteness
Not thinking about Whiteness
Salience of Whiteness
White privilege

Thoughts/Ideas

1st Orde

